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ARE YOU THINKING OF A USED? 

Our choice is to market only used machines of our production, C.M. sandblasting machine it’s a 

machine that literally lasts a lifetime, its robustness and the technical solutions adopted wisely stand 

the test of time!  

The used is subjected to a long and meticulous review process that includes: 

 Complete disassembly with mechanical, electrical and sandblasting cycle heck. 

 New risk assessment and adaptation ofthe shot blasting machine to the minimum requirements 

for operator safety pursuant to Legislative Decree 81 of 2008. 

 Overall cleaning with replacement of wear parts at the end of life 

The system will therefore be performing and perfectly up to standard. 

 

 

 
* example photo before - after 
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SANDBLASTING MACHINE CM MODEL SNP/550  

 Rubber belt work conveyor 

 Passage dimensions: 

- Maximum working width 550 mm 

- Maximum working height 450 mm  

 External  roller conveyor, at the input and at the output end of the machine 

 2 x 7,5 kW each blastwheel units 

 C.M. 4C/5,5HP model reverse jet impulse, cartridge type dust collector  

 Paint colour blue RAL 5015 

 400V/50Hz three phase without neutral 

Total price € 

 

RECOMMENDED SERVICES AND OPTIONS 

a. To be defined € 

b. To be defined € 

c. To be defined € 

d. To be defined € 

SUMMARY  

Machine total price + recommended services and options € 

Final price depending on the configuration chosen € 

 
  

 








